
Knowledge is not valuable if you do not know how to use them
Hulot Vooglaid &#8211; Estonian philosopher, teacher and Professor Emeritus of the University of Tartu. He gives tips for parents and teachers
&#8211; the main teachers in the lives of their children, how to use a comprehensive and systematic education to form a conscious and responsible
people.

Education

Education &#8211; the indispensable prerequisite for the development of both subject and people in General. But it itself is not a value, because it
becomes so only with the knowledge and experience.

People believe that education &#8211; that they give and create in school. That education begins when a child enters into kindergarten or school,
and limited to what is happening in these institutions. I believe this opinion is dangerous and see education as function of culture.

The development of the subject &#8211; a creative process. Hence the conclusion that to teach people education is impossible. We can only
provide the preconditions for creativity and the search for scientific, artistic, religious and philosophical.

To obtain the necessary education from birth to death, not only in school. Traditional institutions &#8211; backbone factor in this field, but can
teach all public institutions in the first place &#8211; family.

Knowledge

Knowledge needed, but they are not the same value, if the person is not able to apply them and understand their implications.

Parents give their children at home, teachers &#8211; at school. This is not enough because we need work and skills that can be acquired through
activities using knowledge.

To learn to think for themselves is much harder than to build knowledge. If the person is not able to reason, it is not necessary to talk about
education. Availability of knowledge &#8211; this is not education.

Formation of experience

How to make children experienced? Not to say what they might have known themselves. To be surprised every time they something invented or
created, to notice their accomplishments. To celebrate their opening, when they received what, in their opinion, is no more in the world. Therefore,
the main task of teachers and parents &#8211; to help children to know themselves and believe in themselves. And also to believe in other people
and in the future.

Interest important? Yes! But it is only valuable when there's a will not to quit the case and to overcome all obstacles. Even will and faith.

Responsibility

You must learn not only to make decisions but to implement them. Therefore it is impossible to tell the child that he can decide for himself.

Give a small example: my grandson 4 years. He said to me: "Grandfather, I'm going outside!". I answer: "Good." He asked me, "What will I
wear?". I say, "You're a grown man. On the street you go, not me. Look out the window. If the sun &#8211; put on one, rain &#8211; more. But
the main question &#8211; what are you going to do there? To ride a bike? Put this on. To create something? Wear a different. To run? Third.
Don't know what you're gonna do? Then why even go outside?". So people learn to think.

In society today, you can take any position, you can run anywhere, but how to work in leadership positions without moral responsibility? Does!

On the preparation of graduates for real life

After high school we are hiring for the position, not on specialty. But training for a position in the University! The specialty is, the training profession
is weak, and the post not at all write my essay service.

This man needs to be focused in the selected area. Second, to understand what are the obstacles and dangers in this position, and learned how to
find solutions to these problems. Thirdly, that the person was able to organize workflows. Without such training the student is difficult to predict
their next steps after graduation.

Only one qualification is not enough. It is necessary, but also high qualification of the specialists of the necessary orientation to autonomy and
motivation.

On the fight against school violence

You need to fight the causes of this violence. They can be different. For example, when children are used as an object for manipulation, they feel it,
and begin to use manipulation in their favor, which may further lead to serious trouble.
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Children need to learn to communicate with dignity and to treat each other.

Should:

Equally apply to every child.
To develop the child's confidence, self, which is then converted into "We".
"Not to play" in freedom and actually create freedom.

It happens when the only child in the family all make. When a child begins to communicate with their peers, conflicts can occur. He was used to
that he is allowed to, and here there is resistance. Such students may be difficult to perceive in kindergarten or school, what the future may
engender in them the aggression, which will turn into violence. Therefore, it is important to eliminate possible causes of violence and not only its
consequences.
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